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after the battle, lance's dragonite appeared, with lance standing next to it. red and his pokmon came from the skyhold and told lance they had won. lance then said he knew they were behind the legend, and he was glad they were here. red said they were glad to
have defeated him, and lance said they were just doing their job. lance then said he would see them again, and he disappeared. lance reappeared in the battle of skyhold with his dragonite, which he calls dragon. lance's dragonite destroyed red's dragonite, and red
told his pokmon to retreat. lance fought them, but eventually, clefairy and his pokmon caught up, and they then defeated dragonite. lance then disappeared, and clefairy went to red and said he had won. red said he was not worried, and they went to report to the
skyhold. as the three dragon trios clash on a new stage, gold has an important conversation with his father, who reveals that he has been using dragonite's power to protect him from a mysterious energy. the energy is actually giovanni and pryce's power, which

arceus absorbed and is using to gain the ability to attack worlds from within. as dragonite's power is slowly depleted, giovanni has a vision where he once again faces pryce. in the vision, giovanni learns that the time will come for him to confront pryce. meanwhile,
the supreme kai has been sent to investigate what arceus has been doing, and he is shocked to find the mist dragon and arceus wreaking havoc in a new part of the world. after consulting with the avatar, the kai reveals the culprits as giovanni and pryce, who have
taken arceus' power and are using it to start a war. despite the kai's attempt to calm the situation, the three dragon trios continue to battle, but giovanni has a vision where he and pryce meet again and are driven by a dark force to steal arceus' power and destroy

the world.
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he and gold return to lance, who has taken lugia's dragonair and gyarados to the top of
cerise island. lance is about to make the final push, but giovanni arrives and takes his
dragonite away. lance is left with his gyarados and dragonair, so he flies off in them,
hoping to battle giovanni. gold chases after him, and lance battles giovanni on cerise
island, while gold battles yellow on cerise island. lance takes a break from the battle,

telling gold that he needs to find the dragonite to help them. gold is able to defeat
yellow, but yellow sends his pokmon to attack gold, so he retreats, but yellow chases

after him. lance continues to battle giovanni, and when his gyarados and dragonair are
about to be defeated, lugia appears. lugia destroys his dragonite, but lance begs him to

help him. lugia agrees, and the pokmon forms a mega evolution of their dragonair, which
they call mega dragonair. lance's gyarados and dragonair engage in battle, and mega

dragonair is the first to win. lugia tells lance that the only way to defeat yellow is to use
all the power of the mega dragonair. lance and gold use all their energy to help mega

dragonair. all of the energy drained from lance and gold is absorbed into the mega
dragonair. both pokemon are drained, and the only energy left is that of the mega

dragonair. lance takes off, and the battle is between him and yellow on cerise island.
yellow defeats lance, but while lance is on the verge of defeat, a dragonite appears and
saves him. it attacks yellow, and while they are battling, lugia arrives and attacks the

dragonite. he destroys the dragonite, and the battle is over. lance thanks lugia for saving
him, but lugia says that lance has more to thank him for. he then tells lance that they

need to go to the pastel dome, the location of the legendary pokmon, to battle yellow. he
then leaves to go home, while lance and gold continue on their journey. 5ec8ef588b
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